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EPISODE 216

Design the Optimal Team Meeting
Almost every team has had some sort of regular
team meeting and yet many people complain that
these team meetings are necessary, but not very
meaningful. The time we spend with our colleagues
is precious. Our team meetings are an opportunity
to move work forward while strengthening the
team.

This miniguide includes an overview of 2 factors to
consider when designing a team meeting and one
example meeting structures, formats, and prework
to consider using as a model for your team. The full
episode guide includes 4 additional factors to
consider when designing a team meeting along
with 3 additional examples of team meeting
structures.

“What you want or need out of a team

meeting is often different from what

your team members want or need.

The optimal team meeting will meet

everyone’s needs in an efficient and

joyful way.” 
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What might it look and feel like to meet daily, twice per week, weekly, every other week,
once per month?
What intuitively feels right? What feels like too much or not enough? 
What other meetings or tools do you already use to accomplish the same objective?

How frequently the team meeting occurs depends on the objective of the meeting and the
context of your overall workflow and communications. 

Consider the following to help determine the optimal cadence:

Factor #1: Cadence

Fill in the dashboard
Update a tracker

Prework are the activities done prior to the start of the meeting. While prework is not necessary,
some meeting objectives are well suited to prework. The goal is to use specific activities ahead of
time in order to help the group use their time together in the meeting most effectively.

Prework Examples:

Factor #2: Prework

Submit a list of topics for discussion
Listen to a podcast

Objectives 1.rBuild relationships
2. Stay aligned on workflows
3. Make space for anything that needs the whole team's attention

Agenda Design

Cadence

Format

Weekly

(15 min) Welcome and relationships building activity (e.g. Write a
haiku about your childhood, show a photo and tell a story from
your last vacation)
(5 min) Silent review of progress tracker
(30 min) Work through issues identified
(10 min) Open time for emergent issues

Zoom + Progress tracking document

Prework Update the progress tracker
Highlight any issues you want the group to address

Name Coordination Checkpoint

EXAMPLE MEETING

Answer a set of questions
Read an article


